What Color is Your Water?
Another exciting day has come to Natural Action Technologies doorstep.
NAT has combined its structured water technology with the understanding
of Colored Light Therapy for a colorful new day in Structured Water
energetics.
The highly successful and well-loved NAT portable unit, is now available in
green and blue, two of the 12 therapeutic colors of the Dinshah
Spectrochrome chart. Yellow and magenta are scheduled to appear soon.
If you have never heard of Dinshah Spectrochrome, you owe it to yourself
to understand its value.
Colored Light therapy was introduced in America in the 1920s. Dinshah
Ghadiali of India brought it forth to the general public, doctors, dentists,
and practitioners of all disciplines to show the healing abilities and
physiological benefits of 12 colored light spectrums and their healthproducing frequencies.
It was revered and employed as a valuable therapy in Philadelphia
hospitals in the 1920s by Dr. Monica Baldwin, and even before that by Dr.
Edwin Babbitt.
In his books, journals, and encyclopedias of these early 1900s.
Dinshah brought forth new health benefits and understandings to the
American people. Colored Light Therapy was free, effective, and
fascinating!
In simple terms, colored light therapy has been a traditional form of
medicine. It has certainly been around longer than the 1920s, going back
thousands of years at least to the understanding of colors in Five Element
Oriental medicine.
Dinshah faced incredible amounts of dissension and resistance in sharing
the health benefits of Colored Light Therapy.
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His research lab in New Jersey was burnt to the ground and equipment
destroyed by FDA agents in 1940s, at great loss to everyone interested in
health.
However Dinshah's
understandings of colored
light therapy remained
effective to this day. It is
still carried out through
his sons’ work and the
Dinshah Health Society.
The knowledge is simple:
as natural light is passed
through colors, various
frequencies are
generated that create
healthful physiological
effects for the human
body, without any proven
harm.
Notice the physiologic
effects for each color
shown in Dinshah's
Spectrochrome chart.

With the thought of these health-giving frequencies in mind,
Natural Action decided to conjoin its special flowform technology with the
understandings of Dinshah’s color therapy. The outer shells have now been
attuned with the Dinshah Color frequencies in mind.
There have already been amazing benefits from the marriage of these two
modalities. Now these are becoming available to fans of Structured Water
units in the colored NAT Portable. The NAT Portable, already a household
water energizing tool for people around the world, has received an upgrade
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with the new look of translucent blue and now green outer shells. This
offers users new opportunities and adventures from the well-loved NAT
Portable.
Lets take a look at what these are!
1. Structured Water Empowered with Color Tonation
Dinshah and others knew back in the 1920s, they could use the sun’s
natural energy in coordination with specific color frequencies attuned in
the water to heal the body from within. These tonations were mentioned
in many of Dinshah’s books.
How do you tonate water?
It behooves anyone to use this simple
understanding. Put a cork in the bottom
of the colored NAT Portable of choice. Fill
it with water. Corking the top is also
suggested to leave dust, bugs, etc out.
Then simply put it out in the sun for
20-60 minutes. The water now takes on
the energy of that color, and all it
functional effects.
As you can read from the
Spectrochrome Chart, there are many of
them. For example, perhaps you need a
water with cooling effect to reduce fever
or heat toxins. Use the blue colored
portable to tonate the water for that
function. Or, perhaps you are looking for a
water with antibacterial properties, use
the green-colored NAT Portable to tonate
the water green for all its healthful effects. With the structured water
already there, the effects seem amplified. We are on a fascinating quest to
find out all the benefits that may be compounding from this combination of
light and NAT flowform energetics.
These understandings have always provoked a simple question:
What color is your water?
Now, you can “color” your water with energy and drink it structured too.
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2. Looking through your Portable
The translucent body of the colored NAT
Portables provides users a way to now see
the whole flowform in one view. Testing
with this “flowform view” shows
instantaneous effect with the body
functioning more adeptly as the brain
begins to regulate with the first view
through to the other side. As Clayton
joked when we looked at this surprisingly
salubrious effect, “Well, if they won’t drink
the water, perhaps we can at least get
them to look thru it!”
This is no small effect. If one is in a stuck
brain regulation, it just takes one look up
through the side of the unit into the sun,
and garner one breath in and out. Presto
chango! The brain switches out of
malfunction into
“Game On!...First and Ten!”
We already know that when this happens there is a
stress-reducing effect in the body. As to how much,
it will take time to see through various testing
procedures. But already, we see people settling into
a better demeanor from this simple 6 second look.
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3. But Wait There’s More...Look Deeper
It’s not enough to just see the side of the
Portable. One must take two Portables in
their mitts and appreciate a generous look
through the funnel sides of the Portables.
This allows one to see the glow of the
colors and the energetics of the flowform.
In this way, there is a strengthening of
the body through the optic pathways.
Already we have
seen this simple technique strengthen weak
organ systems in the body in just a minute.
We have seen it address stressed emotional
states and traumas for the immediate
betterment of the viewer. Fanatics will soon
be keeping two NAT Portables next to their
bed just to wake up to a good start each
day.
It might
be only a
month or
two until
NAT
customers demand at least yellow,
green, blue, and magenta NAT
Portables to have the various
important Spectrochrome color
frequencies at hand and gain their
benefits.
Indeed, the future looks bright
with color at
Natural Action Technologies.
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